
 

[ # Create a double cursor and define a global variable to a string to avoid finding a way # to take the code without giving the source file name (JDWin) # Variables in Delphi Code to Doc are always relative to the location of the file # file: source file that contains the documentation string # variable: the variable name that will be included in the documentation # description: description of the variable # type: type of the variable # comment:
comment about the variable. When the document # is generated this comment will appear in the HTML # header or footer of the document, depending on # the style selected # section: location of the variable in the source file. # size: length of the documentation in characters # trim_to_size: the character number that should be trimmed # before the variable will be included in the # documentation 70238732e0
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1. Shows the IP addresses of all the hosts connected to your home network, whether they are computers or mobile devices. 2. Automatically detects the network you’re currently connected to. 3. The interval between scans can be set to a specific number of minutes. 4. The scan report is exportable in TXT, HTML, XML or CSV format. WiFi Network Monitor is a simple, yet efficient application whose main purpose is to conduct a discovery
operation for your Wi-Fi connection(s). It is able to scan a given IP address range in order to detect all the hosts connected to a wireless network so that you can identify intruders. Quickly perform a network scan The scan process takes very little time and the results can be exported locally, for later reference. All audiences can make use of it, on account of its simplicity and user-oriented interface. You are advised to pay attention during the
installation process, as the setup may include third-party applications that are not related to the program’s functionality. The best course of action, in this case, is to decline these offers. Automatic scanning or by setting an IP range The program automatically detects the network you’re currently connected to and calculates its range, however, if you want to specify a different interval, this is also possible. The duration of the scan process depends on
the size of the range, however, the operation is carried out within acceptable time limits. Once a scan is finished, the program displays a popup that specifies the number of hosts connected to the current network. More information is made available in the main window, where details such as host name and corresponding MAC and IP address are listed. This report can be exported locally, to TXT, HTML, XML or CSV format. Conclusion To sum it
up, WiFi Network Monitor conducts network scans and insofar as monitoring options are concerned, we couldn't find any. It does not automatically detect the presence of a new host inside your Wi-Fi network, nor does it provide notifications or the possibility to reject connections. KEYMACRO Description: 1. Shows the IP addresses of all the hosts connected to your home network, whether they are computers or mobile devices. 2. Automatically
detects the network you’re currently connected to. 3. The interval between scans can be set to a specific number of minutes. 4. The scan report is exportable in TXT, HTML, XML or CSV format
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